On Wednesday 24th May, the Junior classroom walked to the Preschool for National Simultaneous Storytime. When we were there, Granny Annie read us a book called *The cow who tripped over the moon* by Tony Wilson and Laura Wood. Granny Annie was very funny reading this book, she made us laugh. We were very lucky as Granny Annie read us another book. When she had finished reading the books we made a cow that jumped over the moon, that Bec from the town library had organised. While we were there we had a play in the playground and caught up with some friends and our brothers and sisters. We had an awesome time at the amazing Pre-School and can’t wait to visit again soon.
Quotes from The Junior Class

Mia. B - Today I liked playing with the Public School kids in the playground.

Charlie - I liked seeing my brother and playing with my friends.

Ella - I liked listening to Granny Annie reading us a story.

George - I enjoyed the story where the cow ate too many pears.

Will - I liked it when the cow ate 648 pears and got sick.

Milly - Today was fun because we got to make the cow jumping over the moon.

Ruby - I liked seeing my sister Lily Baldwin.

Mia. N - Granny Annie read us a book.

Alivia - Granny Annie read us a story.

Ava - We made cows that jump over the moon.

Lily - I caught up with my friend Lily.

Harvey - Granny Annie read us a story.

Lucas - Granny Annie was funny.